
Countdown Continues...

 

What may mean the Countdown, that the LORD God displays on the Sun?
 

End of the beginning is better, than beginning of the end. - Ray Fox 5,353,3428 

On  a  same  place  on  the  Sun  there  have  been  displayed  digits  recently,  counting  down
9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 ..., one digit in approximately 27.3 days on each rotation of the Sun... First the digits
were  hardly  discernable,  but  the recent  ones  were huge and rather  hard to  miss...  This  way the
Countdown points to 2023-07-26, the Saint Anne and Joachim feast...
 

With  the  digit  1  on  the  feast  of  Saints  Peter  and  Paul,  the  LORD  God  has  written  me  twice:
"Do not judge" in my native language, but it is hard not to mention the giant omnipresent Lie and Hate
ruling the West, and I do not judge them, I am a Witness, and sometimes also a plaintif and apologist.
They will be judged by their People, by History, and most probably also by the LORD God...
 

But  many  people  have  been  perplexed  by  the  Regime  Propaganda,  using  emotional  manipulative
expressions -  invader,  aggressor,  dictator,  defenders,  crime,  and also scientifc and disinformation,
which even if they weren't turned directly opposite from the Truth, even thus they would constitute a
psychological manipulation... "Disinformation" is a defamatory slander, a broom for sweeping the Truth
below the rug, and simpler people easily fall victim to these slanders, not struggling to fnd out the real
Truth,  comparing  multiple  sources  of  informations  and  understanding  the  Bias  of  those  sources,
because everyone sees it from a diferent viewpoint... But many people don't have a time to watch and
carefully  compare  multiple  sources,  from  multiple  viewpoints,  but  because  of  this  be  careful,  if
someone will strive to silence the Warning Voices, or threaten and systematically silence one side of
the Discussion...
 

Original "Liberalism", used only to break the Conservative Morals, evolved to a Tyranny of Decadence
and Perversities - we don't have any "Liberty" to have and express our own opinion and way of life, but
we are forced to revere lgbtqp Perversities and various Decadences...  Transgender Monsters even
straightforward chant, how they're comming for our children to deprave them...
 

https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=63842
https://pi-alpha.org/Countdown_v230613a17b.html
https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Pmx_Countdown_432_v230612d.jpg


...

Why does the Countdown point to the feast of Anne and Joachim? I don't know... Joachim is
usually  depiced  with  a  basket  of  doves,  symbolizing  Peace.  It  would  be  nice,  if  this
Countdown was just an emphatic appeal for the Peace...

But in current confict on Ukraine the West would have to accept Status Quo, and admit
Democracy of the Referendums, where people of the Donbass expressed, that the country
belongs to the people living there and they can choose their governors, including across
the borders, if the original ones are systematically terrorizing them, and the West would
have to abandon their Feudalistic principle of Territorial Integrity trying to claim, that the
country belongs to  the Rulers  in  the distant  Capital,  and they can arbitrarily  expel  or
exterminate the people living there whenever they want...  This also has been turned upside down
by the Western media...

Or do you really  mean it,  that  Kingdom of  Britain,  unelected bureaucrats  and Commission of  EU
oppressing the Europe, and the Fraudster Abaddon resident in the White House are going to lecture
Rossia with its democratically elected president with 80% popular support about "Democracy" ?

The Zelensky Regime and those who control him are striving to exterminate and expel all Ukrainian
men in order to establish the New Khazaria there in place of the original one, they even calculated the
expected losses to 20 million (to match the world Jewish population?), and they really want to include
the industrial  Donbass and recreational Krymea in their new Khazarian land...  (Which is the main
essence  of  the  Ukraine  confict  -  to  retake  original  Khazaria  from  Russians  while  exterminating
or expelling all Ukrainians... Who will re-populate the barren land?)
 

But I'm worried it won't be that simple, because with 1 in the Countdown, above that lackluster Czech
inscription "do not judge" there has been in upper left corner a great hebrew inscription "(they) will
die", or "(they) will be killed", which is written same, just the pronunciation difers... But that can be
unintentional  coincidence  -  most  inscriptions  on  the  Sun  were  in  English,  because  with  Hebrew
inscriptions the mistaken interpretation is much easier to happen... I don't know...
 

What do we collectively deserve ?
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